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Abstract

Remotely executing mobile code introduces a plethora of security problems. This paper examines the “external

agent replay” attack, identifies the notion of one-way program state transitions, describes the use of monotonic vari-

ables as a practical method for detecting these attacks, examines the more general problem state modification attacks,

and introduces the use of “results verification vectors” to protect agents from attack.

1 Introduction and Motivation

While the remote execution of code eliminates most of the communications latency due to multiple message round-

trips needed for repeated, possibly long distance/high latency RPCs, its attraction is greatly diminished by critical

security needs: without knowing whether malicious servers have subverted the remote computation or have spied

on the agent, how can users trust the obtained results? Though recent theoretical advances [2, 8] show that remote

execution can be efficiently verified in principle, the need for reductions via Cook’s theorem makes their practical

infeasibility obvious.

Mobile agents—a form of mobile code—are vulnerable to attack from the servers upon which they run. A dishon-

est server can subvert a mobile agent’s execution in many ways. Just as a server can lie to client programs in response

to an RPC request, agent servers upon which mobile agents run can lie to agents in response to service requests. Agent

servers can do much more than simply lie to agents, however, and this makes the mobile agent security problem much

more interesting and difficult.1 An agent server is a powerful adversary: it can examine the internal state of a mobile

agent, it can alter that state, it can even subvert the agent’s execution on an instruction-by-instruction basis. (Note, of
�
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1If the agent merely migrated to an agent server located nearer the RPC service to lower latency costs, the RPC server might be honest but have

its messages subverted by the agent server.
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course, that the state may be encrypted or otherwise protected, so the server may not “understand” the internal state or

know how to modify it profitably.) Indeed, the server can choose to not run the agent at all, but instead make changes

to the agent’s state in a manner not prescribed by the agent’s code, or create a new state out of thin air and pass it to

the next server as if it were legitimately computed.

When an agent migrates among the hosts in its itinerary, it may carry data—results derived while executing on

earlier servers—into a dishonest server where that data is maliciously modified prior to being carried out to other

normal, honest servers. Of course, in general we do not know which of the servers were actually dishonest, and one

arm of a multi-pronged mobile agent security defense is to enable the detection of such modifications.

Home Server

Client

(a) RPCs require many roundtrips

Home Server

Client
Client

(b) Migration has only one roundtrip

Figure 1: RPC versus migration.

When an agent migrates to a server, the RPCs become

local requests and do not experience large network la-

tencies.

In this paper, we examine the state modification de-

tection problem introduced and addressed in earlier works

[12, 32, 17, 33, 24], define two classes of agent replay at-

tacks and describe how such replay attacks can invalidate

cryptographic protocols designed for protecting the results of

partial computations, examine the general notion of one-way

state transitions and focus on how it can be used to protect

autonomous multi-hop agents, in particular, against agent re-

play attacks. (We do not, however, address the question of

servers lying to agents.)

The next section describes the state modification attack.

Next, Section 3 explains the one-way state transition ap-

proach for protecting multi-hop agents and analyzes its secu-

rity properties. We discuss the use of forward secure signa-

tures to protect partial results in Section 4, and then examine

an alternative means of protecting partial results—a results

verification vector—which provides security even when there are multiple colluding hosts in an agent’s itinerary.

Section 6 explains the earlier approaches to detecting state modifications, discusses their drawbacks when multiple

malicious servers are involved, and examines other security techniques that fit into the one-way state transition frame-

work. Section 7 concludes with a summary and some future directions.
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2 Agent Model and State Modificaton Attacks

Mobile agents autonomously migrate to remote servers and perform some computations at each server. In our model,

the primary reason for migration is to improve communication efficiency by co-locating the computation with some re-

source that is available at each of the target servers. Without migration, repeated remote accesses to that resource would

have resulted in multiple RPCs and multiple request/response roundtrips—instead of paying for the communications

latency many times, agent migration enables efficient, low latency accesses at the cost of a single communications

roundtrip delay. Figure 1 shows the long-distance roundtrip reduction of using migration over RPCs.

Home

Server 1

Server 2 Server 3

Server 4

Server 5Server 6

Figure 2: Migrating agents visit several servers in turn.

We assume that distributed computation exhibit remote

resource access locality—each of many remote resource is

accessed repeatedly and in different phases of the computa-

tion. This motivates the use of agents that have a migration

itinerary, a list of servers that it visits in turn. Figure 2 illus-

trates an agent that visits six servers.

When an autonomous agent migrates to a server, it car-

ries with it the results of computation performed at earlier

servers, and performs queries to some resource controlled by

the server while it is there. We model this as follows. Let yi � 0
be the state that is input to server Si. Based on that state, the agent code generates a query qi

�
yi � 0 � to the server resource

Ri. The server’s response is xi � 1 � Ri
�
qi

�
yi � 0 ��� . The agent code computes the next state, yi � 1 � fi

�
xi � 1 � yi � 0 � . If additional

resource queries are desired, the agent generates qi
�
yi � 1 � , obtains response xi � 2 � Ri

�
qi

�
yi � 1 ��� , and computes a next

state yi � 2 � fi
�
xi � 2 � yi � 1 � , and so on. After ki queries, the agent code decides that no further queries are needed (qi

�
yi � ki �

returns a special stop symbol “ � ”) and fi is applied one last time, and the resulting state yi � yi � ki � 1 � fi
� � � yi � ki � is

sent to the next server as part of the agent migration.2 (Note that ki � 0 is possible, in which case the agent is simply

using compute cycles on the server.) We denote by y0 � y1 � 0 the agent’s initial state. Figure 3 shows this process in

a schematic fashion. We think of yi as the agent’s state after visiting server Si; it contains the (partial) results derived

there which may be used as inputs to later computations done at the next or subsequent servers. If the server is hostile,

it may read or write the agent’s memory arbitrarily—modify yi, or the functions qi, or fi. Of course, the server may

not understand what it reads or writes, e.g., if the memory contains encrypted values, and its modifications might be

detected later. This would be the case if the memory values are cryptographically authenticated using digital signa-

2We can collapse the multiple rounds of queries to one if the queries can include functional values (or Turing machine encodings) as query
parameters; this would simplify the notation by using a form of mobile code (!), but obscures the process.
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tures or partial results authentication codes (PRACs) [32, 6, 25] associated with them. In Sections 4 and 5, we will see

several proposed cryptographic techniques that aim to protect these partial results.
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Figure 3: Multi-hop Agent Computation Model
In addition to being multi-hop, the agent makes multiple rounds of queries to the server-side resources on each server.
Here each row of computation is performed on a different server.

Note that in this model, an agent server does not have to compromise the resource (R
��� � ) in order to subvert the

agent’s computation. Indeed, the agent server and the resource may be embodied in machines that are physically

located near each other (and so low latency RPCs are possible between them) but in different administrative domains

and the RPC service may very well be honest. To obtain the effect of the RPC service lying to the agent, the agent server

can subvert the query input, i.e., subverting q
��� � so that the obtained answer is to a different query: x

�

i � j � Ri
�
q
�

i

�
yi � j � 1 ��� ,

or subvert the computation of the next state yi � j � f
�

i

�
xi � j � yi � j � 1 � from the correct resource response xi � j � Ri

�
qi

�
yi � j � 1 ��� .

Generally we will assume that the implementations of qi and fi are immutable code that is cryptographically signed

by the agent’s author or owner, so while their execution may be subverted on a dishonest server, any code subversion

cannot persist to honest servers—but the mutable state yi is subject to attack. In the Sanctuary security model [14], an

agent’s code and the initial configuration y0 are cryptographically signed by the agent’s owner, and changes to either

would be detected when the agent arrives at an honest server. The signed configuration is typically carried with the

agent to later servers, where the agent code will use the configuration to guide—and limit—its actions. We are not

concerned with the configuration in this paper, so we will leave it embedded in yi along with whatever authenticators

are used.
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2.1 Agent Replay Attacks

2.1.1 Agent Migration Models

Mobile agent systems may implement “strong migration” or “weak migration”. In essence, strong migration systems

allow agents to migrate mid-computation—the “place” of the computation (see Section 3.1) is changed as a side-

effect of some system request, and the entire agent internal state (possibly excluding external references) is moved to

the new machine. In weak migration systems, the agents are restarted from scratch on the new server with different

initialization messages; the agent programmers must take care to create the appropriate initialization messages so the

next incarnation of the agent will continue from where the previous incarnation left off.

With either form of migration, the agent system implements migration by transmitting the agents’ execution state.

In strong migration systems this state is automatically extracted by the system; in weak migration systems the explicit

state extraction is the duty of the agent programmer. The extracted state is then sent to the destination host as a

parameter of the migration request.

2.1.2 Agent Migration and Replay

Servers receive the state of the migrating agent—abstractly a closure in the strong migration model—perform some

computation, and that computation generates the “next state”—another closure—to be passed to the next server in

the agent’s itinerary. The message containing the agent state, whether a closure or a hand-crafted representation of

the agent’s state, exists in some I/O buffer. Servers are free to copy its value, in essence checkpointing the agent.

Because the ability to checkpoint and restore agent state is inherent in mobile agent systems, malicious servers have

the ability to rerun an agent an arbitrary number of times. While we would like to be able to provide agents with “at

most once” execution semantics for executing on servers occuring only once in the agents’ itinerary, the ease with

which checkpoints are used would seem to make this impossible.

The rerunning of agents is analogous to message replay attacks that occur in the communications security context.

Replay can occur even if the malicious server performs no code analysis, just as an attacker in the network can replay

intercepted messages even if the messages are encrypted. In networking, “time to live” fields, sequence numbers, or

nonces are used to detect and eliminate duplicate messages. We will see below (Section 3) a secure agent duplication

detection mechanism that expands on these concepts.

We divide agent replay attacks into two classes: internal agent replay attacks and external agent replay attacks.

2.1.3 Internal Agent Replay Attack
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Replay!

Figure 4: Internal Agent Replay Attack

We define an internal agent replay attack to occur when a dis-

honest server Si repeatedly runs an agent with different query

requests q
�

i

�
yi � j � 1 � � 0 �

j
�

ki to obtain favorable responses

x
�

i � j � Ri
�
q
�

i

�
yi � j � 1 � or with modifications to the agent’s next-

state computation yi � j � f
�

i

�
xi � j � yi � j � 1 � until the output state

variable yi � j � 0 � j � ki satisfies some desirability predicate

d
�
yi � j � , i.e., the server can evolve its attack until a satisfactory

output state yi � ki is obtained. Runs of the agent with unsatis-

factory output states are simply discarded. Figure 4 illustrates

this attack. Note that only one dishonest server is involved,

and there are no externally observable events that occur which would make internal replays observable.

Agents cannot “remember” having ran before on the dishonest server: in resetting the agent to its earlier arrival

state the server also wipes out all memory of previous runs. Whatever memory is used to hold this state information

must therefore be external to the agent, and indeed external to the dishonest server. One might imagine that an agent

can prevent—or detect—internal agent replay attacks by storing in some secure external memory that execution has

commenced and aborting if this is not the first and only time that this has occurred. Without obfuscated code, however,

the dishonest server can alter the execution of agent—e.g., by temporarily modifying the agent’s code—so that the

checks of the external memory values are bypassed.

Note that Si does not need to “understand” qi
��� � or fi

��� � ; it merely needs to be able to compute the desirability

predicate d
��� � to mount this attack. Generally, code obfuscation is impossible [4], though perhaps obfuscating very

restricted yet useful classes of functions is still possible. Currently only very limited classes of functions are known to

work [27].

Internal agent replay attacks only makes sense for the dishonest server if the server can compute its desirability

predicate. This means that if the result of the computation is encrypted somehow (e.g., [8]), servers would be unable

to compute d
��� � on the agent state to gain (probabilistic) advantage over honestly running the agent. The encrypted

function schemes proposed thus far, however, impose heavy performance penalties and are impractical. Practically

speaking, then, internal replay attacks seem impossible to prevent or detect.

2.1.4 External Agent Replay Attack

We define an external agent replay attack to occur when two or more dishonest servers repeatedly run an agent—

through one or more honest servers between them—until the output state variable satisfies some desirability property.
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Figure 5 illustrates this process. Note that the case of two or more adjacent colluding dishonest servers—e.g., with no

honest servers between them in the agents itinerary—may be analyzed by essentially collapsing the dishonest server

nodes into one, i.e., treating the run of dishonest servers as a single dishonest server. This kind of attack is essentially

an internal replay attack and is thus impossible to detect.

Home

Server 1

Server 2 Server 3

Server 4

Server 5Server 6

Replay!

Figure 5: External Agent Replay Attack

For external replays that involve one or more intermediate

honest server, the situation is not as bleak. We will see in

Section 3 solutions where the bracketed honest server helps

in detecting external agent replay attacks.

2.2 State Modification

Suppose the attacker understands the agent’s code or data lay-

out. Such an attacker may, in principle, be merely intercept-

ing and modifying messages in the network, or she may be a

malicious server that is in an agent’s itinerary. Here, know-

ing the agent’s code or data layout is analogous to knowing

partial information about the plaintext that correspond to encrypted messages, and the ability to change that state corre-

sponds to the “malleability” of the encrypted message [11]. Secure mobile agent systems transfer the agent state over

encrypted and authenticated channels [26, 32], so an attacker with only network access should be unable to modify a

migrating agent’s state.

The remaining threat is compromised or dishonest agent servers. Since code obfuscation is, in general, impossi-

ble [4] and secure remote computation by reduction to circuits [8] appears to be too expensive, we would like to find

alternative practical methods for protecting a multi-hop agent’s execution. First, let us describe a simple prototypical

attack scenario. Figure 6 sketches the code of an agent which obtains a command while on one server for it to perform

one of two actions when at a later server.

While the agent is running on Server1, it obtains additional configuration instructions, perhaps interactively from

its user, on what to do later when on Serverk. The decision (or the data required to make the decision) is embedded

in the state y1, y2, ... etc carried to later servers, but to highlight it we separate it out as an extra boolean variable

searchOrDelete. The threat, of course, is that an intermediate server between Server1 and Serverk is untrustworthy,

and can alter the boolean flag searchOrDelete. Note that sanity checks on data structures such as state appraisal [12]

cannot possibly detect if data values—e.g., the searchOrDelete flag—has been changed. Furthermore, those partial

results authentication codes which require encrypting the results [25] would make searchOrDelete unavailable for use
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Agent(State yin)
migrate(Server1);
x = R(query(yin)); // Server1 is trusted
searchOrDelete = predicate(x);
y1 = f(x,yin);
migrate(Server2);
... /* boolean searchOrDelete modified? */
migrate(Serverk);
if (searchOrDelete)

result = findAllFilesContaining(g(y in));
else

result = deleteAllFilesContaining(g(y in));

Figure 6: Agent flag: Place-Of-Set versus Place-Of-Use vulnerability
Space of possible future execution should be constrained when the flag searchOrDelete is set. Since the flag is set at
a different server from when the flag is used, intermediate dishonest servers have the opportunity to change its value
inappropriately. Declaring variable final does not help.

at a later server. We will revisit this scenario when we discuss our proposed solutions.

3 One-Way State Transitions and Monotonicity

One way to look at the agent replay attacks is that we wish to enforce state transition—and time—monotonicity.

This is a diametrically opposite goal to that usually encountered in distributed systems where the ability to rollback

computation is often desirable [16]. With external agent replay attacks, we detect when a dishonest server rolls back

an agent and generate an appropriate error.

The key observation in preventing the replay of mobile agents over their itinerary by malicious servers is that agents

cannot depend on state that they carry. Agent state is subject to the control of malicious servers: the replaying malicious

server can obviously reset the agent state to an earlier observed one, even if overt state tampering is impossible due to

careful sanity checking, state appraisal, or having the agent compute with encrypted values.

If an agent cannot rely on its own record of what has occurred, what can it rely on? Some externally maintained

state is needed. We can rely on an outside party accessed via the network (when the agent is running on an honest

server, at least; see Section 6.1.2), or we can rely on the honest servers on the replayed itinerary to maintain state.

The former case uses a model similar to that in the cooperating agents idea [22, 23], but uses it to solve a slightly

different problem: we detect inconsistent agent internal state transitions, rather than just deviations from the agent

itinerary or inconsistent final results after computing in disjoint sets of possibly dishonest host. Furthermore, it is

immaterial whether we use a trusted server rather than another agent. In a distributed system where high speed
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systems make communications cost a dominant factor in the job’s time to completion, schemes such as the latter one

avoids additional communications steps and thus is more desirable. Before we discuss these two approaches in more

detail, we first define what we mean by a one-way state transition.

3.1 Notation

In order to analyze what happens in mobile programs such as that in Figure 6, we must use a slightly more concrete

abstraction of an agent program’s execution. Instead of consisting of monolithic next state functions f i
��� � � � , we must

use a model that can incorporate notions of registers, program counters, and memory contents wrapped together in a

state variable. While we only informally describe the agent’s computation below, how to describe it in formal models

such as Turing machines or the RAM model should be clear.

The agent—executing mobile program—consists of an internal state and a place or location where it is running.

We assume that the migration process merely changes the place; the internal state is preserved. We think of the place

as representing properties of where the agent is running, including the namespaces in which external resource names

are resolved. The internal state consists of values—memory contents—so all external resources are manipulated by

name.

The state transitions that we are concerned with are those that involve changes to the mobile agent’s internal state.

First, we define the state transition graph.

Definition 1 A state transition graph is a graph G � �
V � E � where V ��� s : s is a program state � and

�
s � t ��� E � V � V,

and there is a transition from state s to t in some execution of the program.

A state transition
�
s � t ��� E occurs whenever there is a state change, e.g., control flow transfer, an ALU operation,

or memory modification, that occurs from s to t due to the execution of a single instruction in some execution of

the mobile agent’s code. At a fine enough granularity, even a noop causes a state transition, since the program

counter value changes. We are deliberately imprecise about the granularity of the states in this model, since it will be

convenient to use this notation at different levels of abstraction of the mobile agent execution.

Definition 2 A path exists from s to t, denoted s � t, when there exists j � 0 �
	
	�	�� n where s0 � s, sn � t, and � i �
0 ��	
	�	�� n  1 :

�
si � si � 1 ��� E.

When s � t, we also say that t is reachable from s. When no path exists (or s �� t), we say that t is unreachable from

s.

Definition 3 A one-way state transition exists from s to t if
�
s � t ��� E and t �� s. We denote this by s � t.
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One-way state transitions are interesting to us because their occurence implies an irreversable state change in the

(mobile) program—the agent enters a portion of the state space from which it should never escape. In the example of

Figure 6, once searchOrDelete is set by evaluating predicate
�
x � , its value does not change and what the agent will do

on Serverk should be fixed.

Definition 4 A state x is inconsistent with a one-way state transition s � t if t �� x.

Definition 5 A one-way state transition s
� � t

�
is inconsistent with a second one-way state transition s � t if t �� t

�
.

Definition 6 Two one-way state transitions s � t and s
� � t

�
are mutually inconsistent if t �� t

�
and t

� �� t.

3.2 External State Transition Verification

By using a program running on an external machine or a secure coprocessor [31] to monitor the execution state

transitions, we can detect external agent replay and some state modification attacks. This external program may be a

standard service available at many (or all) servers or another (cooperating/monitoring) agent.

The idea here is that the remote service implements a state transition inconsistency detection (STID) algorithm,

which records and monitors one-way state transitions that occur during the execution of the agent. As the agent

program makes state transitions, messages are sent to the monitor, which then can raise an alarm if any inconsistencies

are detected.

For each agent instance (id), the detector maintains a monotonic bit bs � t � � 0 � 1 � associated with every one-way

state transition s � t in the agent’s code:

� When the agent starts, all the bits are created and cleared.

� When the agent reports that s � t has occurred, we look for state transition inconsistencies:

– Examine bs � t . If it is already set then an agent replay attack has been detected.

– Examine all bits bs
�

� t
� where s � t is inconsistent with s

� � t
�
. If any are set, then a state modification

attack has been detected.

� If no attack is detected, set bs � t .

The salient property is that these one-way state transition monitoring bits are monotonic: once set, they can never be

cleared. The monotonicity of their value mirror the one-way nature of the state transition.

In order for STID to correctly detect inconsistencies, the agent must be properly authenticated. Since agents cannot

efficiently use cryptographic keys on a server without that server also gaining unfettered access to those keys, note that
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a dishonest server can easily cause STID to raise alarms when the agent later executes at an honest server, effectively

creating a denial of service “time-bomb.” We are not largely concerned with the potential of denial of service attacks

by dishonest servers that agents have on their itinerary, since those servers can deny service using simpler means.

In practice, the state space is often too large to be explicitly represented, and a coarser-grained state space repre-

sentation is used instead, i.e., a state transition may represent the execution of basic blocks of the agent program or

even contain entire control-flow structures such as looping constructs. In programs such as Figure 6, we do not care

what happens in the agent code between the migrate to Server2 and the arrival to Serverk. All that matters is that the

state transition the pass of control to the else block:

result = deleteAllFilesContaining(g(yin));

is inconsistent with the one-way state transition corresponding to setting searchOrDelete to zero. Once searchOrDelete

has been set to zero, that false branch should never be taken. A similar situation exists for the state transitions corre-

sponding to setting searchOrDelete to one and the entry to the true branch:

result = findAllFilesContaining(g(yin));

Similarly, in the case of the external agent replay attack (Figure 5), the one-way state transition of arriving at

Server4 must occur only once—trying to set the corresponding bit when it is already set means that arrival to Server4

had occurred once already, and that the current agent is a replayed copy. This check enforces an “at most once”

semantics for visiting hosts which occur only once in the agent’s itinerary.

While it may seem that a one-way state transition monitor might work for internal agent replay attacks, this is not

strictly true. This approach only works if the malicious host cannot “understand” the execution of the agent under its

control—otherwise the host can simulate the I/O with the external monitor and fake the transfer of any state transition

notifications; such a simulation will not be detected until the host is forced to actually send such a notification, typically

prior to letting the agent migrate to another server not under the adversary’s control. When there is a run in the itinerary

of servers under the adversary’s control, none of the state transition notifications need ever be sent to the monitoring

agent until the agent leaves the last server in that run.

3.3 Local State Transition Verification

Not all of the checks implemented by STID algorithm have to be performed at a central server. Indeed, the checks may

be distributed among the hosts that the agent visits, eliminating extra message roundtrips at the expense of a reduction

in coverage. Let us examine this alternative in a little more detail.

Instead of maintaining all the one-way state transition bits bs � t at a separate, central server, we would like to

maintain some of their values on the agent servers on which the corresponding one-way state transitions occur. This
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is not possible for all such bits, but is feasible for many. For example, all the bits corresponding to one-way state

transitions of migration arrival may be kept on the agent server, since the arrival event must necessarily occur at

the target host of the migrate request. (If the event occurs elsewhere, it is an obvious error or attack.) Similarly,

whenever all members of a set of mutually inconsistent one-way state transitions will take place on the same host, the

corresponding one-way state transition bits may be maintained on that host. For such a set S � � si � ti � of mutually

inconsistent transitions, we can compress the presentation from a vector of state transition bits to a set-once variable

VS � � undef � 1 � 2 �
	
	�	�� �
S

� � , where the value undef corresponds to the all-bits-cleared state and 1 � i �
�
S

�
corresponds

to when only bit bsi � ti is set.

Locally maintained one-way state transition monitoring monotonic variables suffices for detecting all external

agent replay attacks. Furthermore, it has negligible performance impact—the overhead of migration vastly dominates

the cost of looking up, checking, and setting a single bit. Since at least one honest host exists in the replay loop, the

honest host(s) will correctly run its portion of the distributed STID algorithm, and the replay will be detected at the first

honest server of the replayed portion of the itinerary. For agent server hosts that occur more than once in the agent’s

itinerary, the agent can maintain a monotonic visit-count variable (perhaps with additional context information) to

detect replays. Such a secure visit-count variable serve an analogous role to the time-to-live field in IP packets.

4 Forward Secure Signatures and Monotonicity

Some state transitions such as the setting of final variables [13] are intended to be one-way operations: once a final

variable is set, it may never be changed. Contacting a central STID monitor whenever such a variable is set and used

would detect inappropriate modifications to its value, but would incur a network traffic (N.B., we need not wait for

a response from the STID monitor if we can execute forward optimistically). In this section, we review and analyze

the notion of Partial Results Authentication Codes (PRACs) and consider the use of new forward-secure public key

signature schemes as an alternative way to secure the values of such variables.

The notion of partial results authentication codes is to have the agent attach an authenticator tag to partial results

computed at a server. In our notation, in addition to computing yi on server Serveri, the agent also computes the

tag τi � PRAC
�
yi � , where PRAC is a possibly stateful partial results authentication algorithm. (In practice only a

projection of yi is used, since not all data encoded in yi are security relevant.) The tag may be generated using a number

of cryptographic schemes, such as forward secure message authentication codes (FS-MACs) [6, 7], or forward secure

digital signature (FS-Sig) schemes [3, 5, 1, 20, 15]. The use of FS-MAC schemes for protecting agent computation

has been explored elsewhere; here we will concentrate on the use of forward secure signatures.
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How forward secure signatures can be used is simple: the generated tag τi is simply the signature of yi using the

forward secure signature scheme; when checking the signature, the verifier can determine when the signature was

generated, i.e., how many “time periods” had occurred from when the cryptographic keys material were generated.

Prior to migrating to the next server, the agent performs the “key update” operation and destroys all copies of the

original key. This advances the scheme to the next time period. Thereafter the agent is only able to generate signatures

for the next time period—which corresponds to the next agent server—and the agent migrates to the next server with

this updated key.

As noted by Hohlfeld et al., [14], there are subtle nuances in the application of forward secure cryptography to

mobile agent security. In particular, the protocols needed for transferring keys as part of the agent migration process

must provide forward confidentiality, since otherwise long-term keys held by the servers endanger the forward security

property of the forward secure cryptographic scheme. This is a concern for FS-Sig schemes as well as forward secure

MACs.

Forward secure signature schemes are attractive for generating PRACs. Unlike FS-MACs, the authenticated values

may be verified by any later server node in the agent’s itinerary. Being public key signatures, the partial results can be

verified to be free from malicious state modifications anywhere, without having to migrate “home”. For example, this

enables mobile agents to perform possibly irreversible actions without having to migrate home for verification, saving

extra network roundtrips.

Forward secure cryptography for protecting mobile agents works well when there is only one dishonest host in

the agent’s itinerary, but provides few guarantees if there are multiple malicious agent servers that could collude to

compromise the agent’s execution. The important property provided by the “key update” operation of all forward

secure cryptographic schemes is that the user loses the ability to perform certain cryptographic operations, e.g., to

generate tags that would verify as if they were generated during an earlier time period or while running on an earlier

agent server. This is a one-way operation—generally the analysis proves that it would be computationally infeasible

to recover the value of the keys before the update from the output.

Unfortunately, while one-way operations are involved in the key update, the cryptographic schemes rely on cor-

rectly erasing all earlier versions of the keys. A dishonest agent server, of course, does not have to allow an agent

to properly run a key update algorithm, and can retain copies of old keys. Since key update algorithms are deter-

ministic, such a malicious server can generate all the keys used in on later servers. When there are more than one

dishonest servers on the agent’s itinerary that collude, all partial results generated at honest servers situated between

the dishonest servers are subject to attack.
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5 Protecting Partial Results

The more general problem of protecting the internal state of mobile agents includes protecting all relevant state, not

just final variables. Partial results (encoded in yi) computed at server i, need to be secured in such a way that both the

agent’s owner and later servers which need to use those partial results.

The inability of forward secure cryptographic schemes to provide strong protection when there are repeated nodes

or colluding nodes in the agent itinerary has motivated us to explore alternative partial results authentication schemes

that require a slightly different set of assumptions.

The design of some partial results authentication schemes [32] avoided the use of any long-term cryptographic

keys held by the agent servers; this removes the incentive for an attacker to try to compromise an honest server after

the agent had migrated away from it in order to gain the use of long-term keys that would enable the attacker to subvert

the agent currently running on his or her server. This minimizes the motivation time window for mounting attacks. We

would like to preserve this property.

Below, we assume that agent servers possess cryptographic keys—they would have to in order to use SSL/TLS

to protect the agent migration process in any case—and some of these keys are used by a forward secure encryption

scheme [3, 9, 19].

5.1 Notation

In our exposition below, h
��� � denotes a cryptographic hash function, FSEk

�
m � denotes the forward-secure encryption

of message m using key k, and FSEk � 1
�
c � denotes the forward-secure decryption of ciphertext c. We are largely

unconcerned with key updates, and while the key update period must be globally known, we will omit the key update

operations in our description. “Normal” public-key encryption of message m with public key k is denoted � m � k, and

decryption of cipertext c with the corresonding private key k � 1 is denoted � c � k � 1 . We will abuse notation slightly

and denote public key signature—with message recovery—as � m � k � 1—and the verification operation as � σ � k which

returns either the verified message m where σ � � m � k � 1 , or
�

if verification fails. (For example, for RSA signatures,

the signature � m � k � 1 denotes
�
m � h �

m � d mod n � , where h denotes the hash/encode operations, d the secret exponent,

and n the modulus.) If a the signature scheme outputs a “bare signature” (from which message recovery is not possible),

we use k � 1 � m � to denote it. (In the example, this would be h
�
m � d mod n 	 )

We will be somewhat liberal about the security of the functions, i.e., h is collision resistant, FSE is non-malleable,

etc.
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5.2 Protecting Partial Results

An agent’s identity id is a securely compressed version of its natural name, nn � � code � config � , where code is the

code and config is the read-only data, including all initial configuration information and a owner-supplied nonce for

the agent. The natural name is long and unwieldly, so we typically use id � h
�
nn � .

5.2.1 Set Up

Agent owner O uses his or her signature key k � 1
O to attach to the agent a results verification vector:

v � � id � k1 � FSES1

�
id � k � 1

1 � � k2 � FSES2

�
id � k � 1

2 � �
	�	
	 � kn � FSESn

�
id � k � 1

n � � k � 1
O

(1)

Note that even though v is read-only, it cannot be part of the agent’s read-only configuration config—the value of config

is input to the one-way hash function that outputs id, and it should be impossible to solve this recurrence. Because of

this, config should contain the owner’s identity O or the owner’s signature verification key kO ; otherwise it would be

easy for an attacker to “take over” a running agent and become its new owner.

5.2.2 Before Leaving a Server

After an agent has completed its partial computation at the ith server in the agent’s itinerary, it needs to authenticate

the partial results generated at this server. Let yi denote the partial result.

To perform the authentication, the agent must ask the server to decode v and use its private key S � 1
i to decrypt the

signature generation key from ci � FSESi

�
id � k � 1

i � . Note that when xi is decrypted and parsed, the id is checked by

the server to prevent a cut-n-paste attack. Because of this, FSE must provide non-malleability—malleability of the

ciphertext ci may enable the adversary to create c
�

i � FSESi

�
id
� � k � 1

i � to enable the decryption key k � 1
i to be used with

a bogus agent id
�
.

The corresponding signature verification key, ki, is not encrypted and is certified by O since v is signed. Note

that since this key is used only once, a one-time signature scheme, e.g., based on chains of one-way hash function

applications [10], may be used. Next, the agent simply computes k � 1
i

�
yi � as the partial results signature, and then

migrates to the next server.

Agent server hosts destroy its copy of k � 1
i when the agent migrates to the next server. However, an attacker that

obtains v and breaks in to server i to gain access to Si can still decrypt k � 1
i from v. We require that S � 1

i is actually a key

used for a forward-secure encryption scheme, and the key update period limits the time period during which a server
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compromise is still useful, i.e., S � 1
i � S � 1

i

�
t � , and after the key is updated it is computationally infeasible to recover

the earlier decryption key.

5.2.3 Verifying Earlier Results

Because the signature verification keys are signed by the agent owner O and appear unencrypted in v, verifying partial

results generated and signed at an earlier (ith) host in an agent’s itinerary is easy: we use v as the last link in a public

key certification hierarchy to verify the authenticity of ki. Given a partial result yi and its signature σ, we just compute

� σ � ki after verifying ki.

5.2.4 Security Analysis

By using FSE, we provide a time bound on the desirability of breaking into a server after an agent has left. While the

motivation time window is much larger than that for forward secure cryptographic schemes where key updates occur

as the agent leaves, this is a reasonable trade-off for robustness against multiple malicious hosts.

Another drawback for the use of the results verification vector is that in order to properly calculate v, the agent

owner must correctly estimate the worse case agent arrival time for each of the servers on the itinerary. The agent

owner must balance the risk of late arrival—which makes v useless and therefore would cause the agent to abort—

against the risk of having a large time window during which a later malicious server would wish to attack earlier

servers in the itinerary.

The construction is relatively straightforward to analyze, and we omit a concrete security style computation of the

attacker success probabilities.

The use of STID together with results verification vectors defends against itinerary attacks. We noted earlier [32]

that by asking the current server host its identity and the identity of the host from which the agent arrived, agents can

ensure that deviations from the itinerary must start and stop at a dishonest host. By checking that the partial results

generated at server i are properly signed with k � 1
i , we ensure that all hosts in the itinerary are visited at least once. By

the use of the STID monitoring bit for the arrival event, we have ensured that each host in the itinerary is visited at

most once. Thus, all honest hosts in the itinerary must be visited, though without additional checks the order in which

maximal all-honest-hosts segments are visited may be swapped.
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6 Related Work

There are three broad areas of related work. First, we describe techniques used to monitor or check agents for signs of

tampering. Next, we describe other systems security techniques that bear some similarity to the monotonic variables

used in the one-way state transition framework. Finally, we discuss techniques for protecting the results of remote

execution.

6.1 Techniques for Monitoring/Checking Agents

6.1.1 State Appraisal

Because a hostile server can freely modify an agent’s memory and create inconsistency in the agent’s data structures,

Farmer et. al. suggested the idea of “state appraisal functions” [12], where upon arrival to a new server, an agent

performs a self-check to verify that the appropriate invariants are preserved. While the effect of trying to do such a

self-check while on a malicious server can easily be nullified, the key observation is that when the agent (eventually)

arrives at an honest server, earlier tampering may be detected.

The kinds of verifications depends on the data structures involved, but generally are inexpensive. In addition

to structural invariances, however, there are data value sanity checks that are necessarily application specific. For

example, verifying that a singly linked list of unsorted integers has not been modified to contain a cycle (e.g., using

the rho method) will not detect if all of the values have been changed.

Generalizing the approach of state appraisal, we can imagine various sorts of sanity checking to be done upon

arrival to a new, hopefully honest server.

6.1.2 Cooperating Agents

Roth suggested the use of multiple cooperating agents which can verify each other’s execution [22, 23]. A critical

assumption is that servers are placed into disjoint sets where set members may collude only with other members of

that set. This strategy is effective only if this requirement can be realistically met. In order for accurate partitioning

to work, reliable data about the collusion group membership is needed. Such information is likely to be inherently

unreliable, and require a trusted outside source of security information.

Earlier Schneider proposed a voting-based scheme [28], where several copies of an agent independently compute

and compare their results at intermediate stages. Here the security assumption is that only a fraction of the agent

servers may be compromised. This approach eliminates the need for a priori knowledge about the trustworthiness
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of the servers, but the independence assumption means that it cannot deal with common-mode security failures, e.g.,

when all servers with a certain type of resource are dishonest.

6.1.3 Privilege Separation

Provos’ privilege separation [21] idea gives protection against privilege escalation attacks by separating out code that

requires privileges into a separate process. This idea was applied to OpenSSH to defend the sshd server process

against unforeseen privilege escalation attacks.

The main idea is that the original large privileged process is now separated into two: a privileged process and an

unprivileged one. The unprivileged process is still large and potentially subject to attack, and the privileged process

monitors the execution of the unprivileged process. The monitor incorporates a hand-crafted finite-state machine

(FSM) model of the unprivileged process’s execution, and requests from the untrusted program for privileged actions

are first checked for consistency with the FSM model. If a request that is inconsistent with the FSM model is detected,

the unprivileged process must have been compromised.

In STID, the one-way state transition monitor bits bs � t serve to detect inconsistencies in the agent’s execution, in

much the same way that the FSM is used to detect inconsistencies in privilege separation. Unlike privilege separation,

STID is a general service used by mobile agents to perform self examination: agents only need to detect data tampering

performed at earlier dishonest servers, since we can safely assume that the agent code and configuration data are

unmodified.

6.2 Giving Up Abilities

The following techniques share the common theme of “giving up the ability to perform operations”. The monotonic

variables used with STID have similar properties: by setting a bit corresponding to a one-way state transition, the agent

effectively gives up the ability to make that transition again.

6.2.1 Forward Secure Cryptographic Schemes

All forward secure cryptographic schemes involve some form of “key update” operation, where the ability to decrypt,

sign, or MAC data is reduced in some way. Generally, this reduction in ability divides time into distinct periods and

protects the user of these schemes, since a later key compromise cannot invalidate operations performed earlier. In the

case of FS-Sig, for example, signatures known to have been created prior to the compromise remain valid, since the

compromised key cannot be used to forge signatures from earlier time periods.
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6.2.2 Physically Protected Memory

In the IBM 4758 secure coprocessor, access to battery-backed secure RAM is carefully controlled [29]. Not only would

the 4758 self destruct by erasing all secure RAM contents if any attempt at physical penetration and measurement is

detected, the secure RAM is logically protected by carefully controlling access to its contents. Typically the secure

RAM contains cryptographic keys. An important goal of the 4758 design is to not only prevent a badly behaving

application from divulging secure RAM contents, but to also offer protection against kernel-level compromises from

disclosing the secure RAM contents.

The strategy employed in the 4758 design is simple and elegant. A hardware “ratchet” is included within the

tamper-detection envelope which controls access to the secure RAM. After a complete reset, all of the secure RAM

is accessible. However, as the boot stages progressed, the access ratchet is advanced and access to the more sensitive

portions of the secure RAM is withdrawn. The hardware access ratchet is designed to advance monotonically, and the

only way its value may be reset is through a power-on reset.

6.3 Protecting Results

6.3.1 Ajanta

Our results verification vector provide a similar service to that of Ajanta’s TargetedState mechanism [18], delivering

confidential data to be used at a particular server. The Ajanta design leaves the data and its use unspecified, and did

not take advantage of this for results verification. Furthermore, the TargetedState encrypted objects are subject to a

cut-and-paste attack, where the encrypted objects can be copied into a TargetedState object for a completely different

(malicious) agent, the sole purpose of which is to return the decrypted object once the Ajanta server has decrypted it.

In addition to binding the encrypted signature keys to the agent, our results verification vector plays double duty

as a link in a certification chain, enabling partial results to be verified at any time.

6.3.2 Proofs of Correctness

Remotely evaluated results can theoretically be verified [2, 8]. While these techniques are efficient in the sense that

they involve polynomial time algorithms, they are not efficient in practical terms.
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7 Conclusion

The ideas of monitoring one-way state transitions and of results verification vectors improves the chances that attacks

by dishonest agent servers will be detected. These techniques show that greater detection sensitivity is possible in

practice, without unacceptable performance losses. For external agent replay attacks, a simple distributed variant of

the STID algorithm suffices to detect all such replays with negligible overhead. To protect partial results, a combination

of using STID and results verification vectors can provide protection at varying levels of granularity: STID permits very

fine-grained tampering detection, incurs a great deal of network overhead, but adds little latency if the computation can

run forward opportunistically; results verification vectors, on the other hand, provide inexpensive but coarse grained

results tampering detection. Neither STID nor verification vectors provide any privacy of remote computation.

To make STID more generally practical, algorithms and tools must be developed to find appropriate one-way state

transitions that are security relevant. There has been relatively little work on forward secure public key encryption

schemes, and improvements would be desirable.

The performance gap between theoretical results [2, 8] and practical protection schemes is quite large, and addi-

tional work to develop improved practical schemes is still needed.
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